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United Nations Population Fund Leader Says Family Breakdown
is a Triumph for Human Rights

Arie Hoekman, representative of United Nations Population Fund
(UNFPA)

By Matthew Cullinan Hoffman

MEXICO CITY, February 3, 2009 (LifeSiteNews.com) - A leader in the United Nations

Population Fund (UNFPA) has declared that the breakdown of traditional families, far from

being a “crisis,” is actually a triumph for human rights.

Speaking at a colloquium held last month at Colegio Mexico in Mexico City, UNFPA
representative Arie Hoekman denounced the idea that high rates of divorce and out-of-wedlock

births represent a social crisis, claiming that they represent instead the triumph of “human

rights” against “patriarchy.”

“In the eyes of conservative forces, these changes mean that the family is in crisis,” he said. “In

crisis? More than a crisis, we are in the presence of a weakening of the patriarchal structure, as a
result of the disappearance of the economic base that sustains it and because of the rise of new

values centered in the recognition of fundamental human rights.”

“Day after day, Mexico experiences a process of this diversity and there are those who

understand it as a crisis, because they only recognize one type of family,” one of the speakers on
the panel also told the audience.

The comments followed close on the heels of the World Meeting of Families, which was held in

Mexico City in January, and which strongly reaffirmed the importance of the traditional family

and its indispensible role in transmitting values to the next generation. It was opened by
Mexican President Felipe Calderon, who observed that high rates of divorce and out-of-wedlock

births were contributing to the rise of violence and crime in Mexico.

Leonardo Casco, a member of the Pontifical Council for the Family and a citizen of Honduras,

told LifeSiteNews that he wasn’t surprised that the UNFPA was denying the crisis in the family.

“They definitely have to deny that there is a crisis in the family, because they have created the

crisis,” he said.

Calling the UNFPA “bureaucrats at the service of death,” Casco observed that “after 45 years of
birth control, the pill, disrespect for marriage for the family, for children, etc, this is the result.

Because of that we have violence, war, lack of respect of women, children.”

Through their promotion and distribution of contraceptives the UNFPA has become “a birth

control agency at the service of the most powerful countries” said Casco. “They have destroyed
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the family, values, this is undeniable, it’s what everyone says … but they always have to deny it.”

Regarding Hoekman’s comments about “human rights,” Casco responded that UNFPA

bureaucrats “have invented a series of new ‘human rights’,” that did not exist when the concept
was defined in 1948, “with which they wish to justify all of their actions.”

The UNFPA recently celebrated the restoration of US support after seven years, during which

they were denied funding by the Bush administration. UNFPA has cooperated with and even

helped to subsidize China’s One Child Policy, which persecutes and performs forced abortions on
women who have more than one child.

In addition to its support for forced abortions, the UNFPA has helped to administer forced

sterilizations in South America and is involved in the distribution and promotion of

contraceptives and sterilization worldwide, with a focus on poorer countries.
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